
THE FLAT MEETING MINUTES: 21ST NOVEMBER, 2009

 

Present: Kyrzsztof, Erica, Finn, Farid, Ben, Myrill

 

A)   What are we doing as an organization?? 

a.     Fix bikes, old parks, teach/learn/share, projects, community outreach

b.     Self-sustainability, don’t want to spread ourselves too thinly, break out of the 
“school” cycle/plan for it

c.     Evaluating projects—should we do them again?  How do we do that with volunteer 
rotation.  Volunteers like working at the Flat!  Need more collective members, and 
should encourage volunteers to attend collective meetings.

d.     Minutes from every meeting should be sent to volunteers.

e.     How do we connect to the non-“alternative” crowd?  Postering!  Folding board 
outside of Shatner.  We need a logo so we can put a sign on the Shatner door (which 
now only says Gerts).  Patches!

f.      We’re always full, but with more interest we get more volunteers and can have 
more hours.

g.     Can we pay mechanics?  How do we plan for that?  We need to get a fee levy in 
order to pay for someone.

h.     5 year plan!  Woah!

B)   Long (long long) Term Plans

a.     More community outreach.  Be more known outside McGill.  Be bilingual.  
Summer camp. More events.

b.     Larger space.  More people in the Flat at one time and less wait times outside the 
shop.

c.     Open more hours.  Every day!  Different hours.  Earlier AND later.

d.     Walk your car on campus.

e.     Politics: We don’t want to assign a political outlook to the Flat.  We want to remain 
accessible, but don’t want to alienate people.  How do we make space for campaigns?  
We need to look out for cyclists interests, especially on campus (still insufficient bike 
parking on campus, etc. etc.).  How many bikes get stolen on campus?

f.      Super good selection of parts, and a sustaining flow of parts.  Lets get them 
organized too!  More distributors. A good system for organizing hardware. 
 Storage/sorting of used parts.            

g.     Build a bike programs.  Tools and parts to build a complete bicycle.

h.     Offer credit for jobs, such as sorting.  “Parts Credits”!

i.      Hard to figure out exactly how much surplus we have.  We need to make it clear to 
SSMU what we want to do with our funding.  Need better financial record keeping.

j.      Framework in place to sustain volunteers.  Volunteer/mechanic training.  Volunteer 



training/retention.  Are there enough incentives?  Need more training.  Don’t want to 
push people away.  If we were more organized people would feel a need to record things 
because it was feel like a “real” shop.  We don’t retrain everyone all the time.  
Communication between volunteers and collective decisions.

C)   Hours

a.     Increase hours in March.  Open Wednesdays from 4-6 before the collective 
meeting, possibly increasing collective attendance.  Also do a late shift on Mondays 
until 10pm.

b.     Volunteer Fridays.  Starting in January every other week.  

c.     Put a wipe board on the door where we right hours, current events etc. etc.

d.     Myrill is make the Flat a clock, so we’ll know what hour it is!

D)   Advanced Mechanic Training

a.     Its hard for people to know what they want to learn/don’t know.

b.     People need to have basic skill set to attend advanced trainings.

E)   Collective

a.     People who should be on the Google Group aren’t necessarily on it.

b.     Need to keep spreading word about the Facebook group.

c.     Minutes need to get sent out every week. Send it to both collective and volunteer 
lists.  Put it on the website.

d.     Website: Lets put photos on the websites.  Fucked up bike of the month!

e.     Involvement is determined by self-interest.  Friday Volunteer Nights could increase 
involvement in the collective—people feel less intimidated, get more information.

f.      Two signs: one about volunteering, one about joining the collective.

g.     Get a laser printer so we can print off pamphlets, make signs, flier.

h.     Put a sandwich board outside the building.

i.      May bike touring trip!  Roughly first week of may, biking/camping.

F)    Outreach

a.     Street dog this spring (first thaw!).  Run by the Flat this time, have time to make it 
right.  See if Bikecurios wants to co-organize/support it again.

b.     Thursday night ride and then a Flat after party!

c.     Start doing Thursday night rides again, advertise on Facebook and off.

d.     Summer camps.  Need to be paid and start planning now for a weeklong summer 
camp.  Interest in it, but people would have to get paid.  Age range roughly 8-11, no 
building bikes.  Sara is looking into grants.

e.     Fliers/posters to put in other bike coops and community centers.

G)   Shop Space

a.     Improved organization.  More shelving.  Move hanging bikes on right wall and put 



in shelves on side/back.  Storage space getting cleaned out, will make organization 
easier.  Housing on spools.

b.     New parts on hooks, each item has its own place.

c.     Used parts not put back all the time because the boxes are heavy and stored high 
up.  Put some heavy used boxes under the metal workbench.

d.     Shelf in the corner where the shrine is now.

e.     Need to do an inventory so we can order the tools that we need for next semester.  
Text box next to tool on the board.

H)   Volunteers

a.     Several different trainings.  A tool focused workshop.

b.     Maybe it isn’t too crazy to require people to do several hours of training.  Some 
training should be on the fly, needs to be first hand knowledge.

c.     Close for a week after activities night, and people have to come to a training during 
one of the shifts that week.  Everyone strips a bike and thereby learns about parts and 
proper tool use!  Yay!  Also have an introductory collective meeting that week. 


